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Abstract The nature of dark matter is still unknown1

and an experimental program to look for dark matter2

particles in our Galaxy should extend its sensitivity to3

light particles in the GeV mass range and exploit the4

directional information of the DM particle motion [1].5

The Cygno project is studying a gaseous time projec-6

tion chamber operated at atmospheric pressure with a7

Gas Electron Multiplier [2] amplification and with an8

optical readout as a promising technology for light dark9

matter and directional searches.10

In this paper we describe the operation of a 50 liter11

prototype named LIME (Long Imaging ModulE) in an12

overground location at Laboratori Nazionali di Fras-13

cati of INFN. This prototype employs the technology14

under study for the 1 cubic meter Cygno demonstra-15

tor to be installed at the Laboratori Nazionali del Gran16

Sasso [3]. We report the characterization of LIME with17

photon sources in the energy range from few keV to18

several tens of keV to understand the performance of19

the energy reconstruction of the emitted electron. We20

achieved a low energy threshold of few keV and an en-21

ergy resolution over the whole energy range of 10-20%,22

while operating the detector for several weeks continu-23

ously with very high operational efficiency. The energy24

spectrum of the reconstructed electrons is then reported25

and will be the basis to identify radio-contaminants of26

the LIME materials to be removed for future Cygno27

detectors.28
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1 Introduction31

A number of astrophysical and cosmological observa-32

tions are all consistent with the presence in the Uni-33

verse of a large amount of matter with a very weak34

interaction with ordinary matter besides the gravita-35

tional force, universally known as Dark Matter (DM).36

The model of the Weakly Interacting Massive Particle37

(WIMP)) has been very popular in the last decades,38

predicting a possible DM candidate produced thermally39

at an early stage of the Universe with a mass in the40

range of 10 to 1000 GeV and a cross section of elastic41

scattering with standard matter at the level of that of42

the weak interactions [4] [5]. Hypothetical particles of43

DM would also fill our Galaxy forming a halo of parti-44

cles whose density profile is derived from the observed45

velocity distribution of stars in the Galaxy. This pre-46

diction calls for an experimental program for finding47

such DM particles with terrestrial experiments. These48

experiments aim at detecting the scattering of the elu-49

sive DM particle on the atoms of the detectors, induc-50

ing as experimental signature a nucleus or an electron51

to recoil against the impinging DM particle. Nowadays52

most of these experimental activities are based on ton53

(or multi-ton) mass detectors where scintillation light,54

ionization charge, or heat induced by the recoiling par-55

ticles are used - sometime in combination - to detect56

the recoils [6–10].57

Most of these experiments however are largely un-58

able to infer the direction of motion of the impinging59

DM particle. While DM particles have a random direc-60

tion in the Galaxy reference system. on the Earth a DM61

particle would be seen as moving along the direction of62

motion of the Earth in the Galaxy. This motion is given63

by the composition of the motion of the Sun toward the64

Cygnus constellation and the revolution and rotation of65
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the Earth. This is then reflected into the average direc-66

tion of motion of the recoiling particles after the DM67

scattering and it can represent an important signature68

to be exploited to discriminate the signal of a DM par-69

ticle from other background sources [11]. Therefore this70

undoubtedly calls for a new class of detectors based on71

the reconstruction of the the recoil direction, such as the72

gaseous time projection chamber (TPC) [12–26]. More-73

over, while the WIMP model for DM candidates has74

been tested thoroughly by the current detectors down75

to 10GeV, extensions of sensitivity of these detectors to76

lower masses - down to the GeV and below - are deemed77

fundamental to explore new models predicting lighter78

DM particles [27–29]. For this scope Cygno proposes79

the use of light atoms as Helium or Hydrogen as target80

for DM. For a DM in the range of 1 to 10GeV mass the81

elastic scattering of DM particle on these nuclei is pro-82

ducing nuclear recoils with the most favourable kinetic83

energy.84

In this respect the Cygno project aims to realize an85

R&D program to demonstrate the feasibility of a DM86

search based on gaseous TPC at atmospheric pressure.87

TheCygno TPC will use a He/CF4 gas mixture featur-88

ing a GEM amplification and with an optical readout of89

the light emitted at the GEM amplification stage [30,90

31] as outlined in [3]. Gaseous TPC based on optical91

readout to search for DM were proposed and studied92

before but with the use of a gas pressure well below93

the atmospheric one (DM-TPC, [32–35]). The Cygno94

project aims to build a 30–100m3 detector that would95

therefore host a larger target mass than a low pressure96

TPC. Given the presence of fluorine nuclei in the gas97

mixture Cygno would be especially sensitive to a scat-98

tering of DM that is sensitive to the spin of the nucleus.99

By profiting of the background rejection power of the100

directionality, competitive limits on the presence of DM101

in the Galaxy can be set, under the assumption of a spin102

dependent coupling of DM with matter.103

After a series of explorative small size prototypes104

[36–45] proving the principle of detecting electron and105

nuclear recoils down to keV kinetic energy, a staged106

approach is now foreseen to build a detector sensitive107

to DM induced recoils.108

A first step requires the demonstration that all the109

technological choices of the detector are viable. Before110

the construction a 1m3 demonstrator of a DM Cygno-111

type detector, a 50 liter prototype - named LIME (Long112

Imaging ModulE) - has been built and operated in an113

overground laboratory at the Laboratori Nazionali di114

Frascati (LNF) of INFN. LIME is featuring a 50 cm115

long drift volume with the amplification realized with116

a triple GEM system and the light produced in the117

avalanches readout with a scientific CMOS camera and118

four PMT. A Cygno-type detector will be modular119

with LIME being a prototype for one of its modules.120

Most of the materials and the detection elements used121

in LIME are not at the radiopurity level required for122

a real DM search. However they can be produced in a123

radiopure version, treated to become radiopure or re-124

placed with radiopure materials without affecting the125

the mechanical feasibility and the detector performance126

of the 1m3 Cygno demonstrator.127

In this paper we summarize our experience with128

the LIME prototype operated during a long campaign129

of data-taking, conducted to primarily understand the130

long term operation stability, to collect data to develop131

image analysis techniques and to understand the par-132

ticle energy reconstruction performance. These tech-133

niques are including the reconstruction of clusters of134

activated pixels due to light detection in the images, op-135

tical effects characterizations, and noise studies. They136

were mainly oriented to the detection of electron origi-137

nated from the interaction of photons in the gas volume.138

We usually refer to these electrons as electron recoils.139

The energy response of LIME was fully characterized140

in a range of few keV to tens of keV electron kinetic141

energy using different photon sources, while a 55Fe X-142

ray absorption length in the LIME gas mixture was also143

evaluated.144

Finally we report an analysis of the observed back-145

ground events, induced by sources both internal to the146

detector and external, in the overground LNF location.147

2 The LIME prototype148

The LIME prototype (as shown in Fig.1 and in Fig.2)149

is composed of a transparent acrylic vessel inside which150

the gas mixture is flowed with an over-pressure of about151

3 mbar with respect to the external atmospheric pres-152

sure. Inside the gas vessel a series of copper rings are153

used as electrodes kept at increasing potential values154

from the cathode to define a uniform electric field di-155

rected orthogonal to the cathode plane. This field makes156

the ionization electrons (produced by the charged par-157

ticles in the gas) to drift towards the anode. A cath-158

ode plane is used to define the lower potential of the159

electric field while on the opposite side a triple GEM160

stack system is installed. When the ionization electrons161

reach the GEM, they produce an avalanche of secondary162

electrons and ions. Interactions of secondary electrons163

with gas molecules produce also photons whose spec-164

trum and quantity strongly depends on the gas mixture165

[31]. From the avalanche position the light is emitted166

towards the exterior of the vessel. A scientific CMOS167

camera (more details in Sect. 2.2) with a large field-of-168

view objective is used to collect this light over a inte-169
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gration time that can be set from 30ms to 10 s and to170

yield an image of the GEM. Four PMT are installed171

around the camera to detect the same light but with172

a much faster response time. In the following we de-173

scribe in details the elements of the LIME prototype.174

The sensitive part of the gas volume of LIME is about175

50 liters with a 50 cm long electric field region closed176

by a 33×33 cm2 triple-GEM stack.177

2.1 The gas vessel and the field cage178

The gas vessel is realized with a 10 mm thick PMMA179

box with a total volume of about 100 litres that is180

devoted to contain the gas mixture used in the op-181

eration. Inside the vessel a field cage produces a uni-182

form electric field to drift the primary ionization elec-183

trons originated in the interaction of charged parti-184

cles with the gas molecules towards the amplification185

stage. The volume is regularly flushed at a flow rate of186

200 cc/min. The field cage has a square section, with a187

side of 330mm, a length of 488mm, and consists of:188

– 34 square coils, 10mm wide, placed at a distance189

of 4mm from each other, with an effective pitch of190

14mm and electrically connected by 100MΩ resis-191

tors;192

– a 0.5mm thin copper cathode with a frame identical193

in size to the coils described above;194

– a stack of 3 standard GEM (holes with an internal195

diameter of 50µm and pitch of 140µm, placed 2mm196

apart from each other and 7mm from the first coils.197

The detector is usually operated with a He/CF4198

gas mixture in proportions of 60/40 kept few millibars199

above the atmospheric pressure. This is therefore equiv-200

alent to a mass of 87 g in the active volume.201

The upper face of the vessel includes a 5 cm wide202

and 50 cm long thin window sealed by a 150µm thick203

ethylene-tetrafluoroethylene (ETFE) layer. This allows204

low energy photons (down to the keV energy) to en-205

ter the gas volume from external artificial radioactive206

sources used for calibration purposes.207

An externally controllable trolley is mounted on the208

window and can be moved back and forth along a track.209

It functions as a source holder and allows to move a ra-210

dioactive source, kept 18 cm above the sensitive volume,211

along the z axis from 5 cm to 45 cm far from the GEM.212

On its base there is a 5mm diameter hole that allows213

the passage of a beam of photons by collimating it.214

The face of the vessel in front of the GEM stack215

away from the sensitive volume is 1mm thick to allow216

efficient transmission of light to the outside.217

2.2 The light sensors218

On the same side of the vessel where the GEM stack219

is installed a black PMMA conical structure is fixed to220

allow the housing of the optical sensors:221

– 4 Hamamatsu R7378, 22 mm diameter photo-multipliers;222

– an Orca Fusion scientific CMOS-based camera (more223

dentails on [46]) with 2304 × 2304 pixels with an224

active area of 6.5 × 6.5 µm2 each, equipped with225

a Schneider lens with 25mm focal length and 0.95226

aperture at a distance of 623mm. The sCMOS sen-227

sor provides a quantum efficiency of about 80% in228

the range 450 nm-630 nm. In this configuration, the229

sensor faces a surface of 35 × 35 cm2 and there-230

fore each pixel at an area of 152 × 152 µm2. The231

geometrical acceptance ϵΩ results to be 1.2× 10−4.232

According to previous studies [31,47], electro-luminescence233

spectra of He/CF4 based mixtures show two main max-234

ima: one around a wavelength of 300 nm and one around235

620 nm. This second wavelength matches the range236

where the Fusion camera sensor provides thew maxi-237

mum quantum efficiency.238

2.3 The Faraday cage239

The entire detector is contained within a 3 mm thick240

aluminium metal box. Equipped with feed-through con-241

nections for the high voltages required for the GEM,242

cathode and PMT and for the gas, this box acts as a243

Faraday cage and guarantees the light tightness of the244

detector. A rod is free to enter through a hole from the245

rear face to allow movement of the source holder. On246

the front side a square hole is present on which an op-247

tical bellows is mounted, which can then be coupled to248

the CMOS sensor lens.249

2.4 Data acquisition and trigger systems250

LIME data acquisition is realized with an integrated251

system within the Midas framework [48].252

The PMT signals are sent into a discriminator and253

a logic module to produce a trigger signal based on a254

coincidence of the signals of at least two PMT.255

A dedicated data acquisition PC is connected via256

two independent USB 3.0 ports to the camera and to257

a VME crate that houses I/O register modules for the258

trigger and controls.259

The camera can be operated with different exposure260

times. The results presented in this paper are obtained261

with a 50 ms exposure to minimize the pile-up from262

natural radioactivity events.263
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Fig. 1 Drawing of LIME as seen from above. Square-shaped copper rings are used to create a field cage closed on one side by
the triple-GEM stack. The field cage is closed on the other side with respect to the GEM by a cathode plane. The position of
the four photomultipliers and of CMOS optical sensor are indicated. The acrylic gas vessel is enclosing the field cage and the
GEM stack.

Fig. 2 LIME vessel: the field cage is clearly visible with all
its copper rings mounted on the PMMA combs to support
them and with the cathode to close the field region.

The DAQ system has been designed and built in264

such a way that it can also integrate digitisers for the265

acquisition of PMT signal waveforms. In this way, for266

each interaction in the gas, the light produced in the267

GEM stack is simultaneously acquired by the high gran-268

ularity CMOS sensor and by the four PMT. As it was269

demonstrated in [40] this will allow a 3D reconstruction270

of the event in the gas volume within the field cage.271

In this paper we report the data analysis of the cam-272

era images only.273

2.5 High voltage and gas supply systems274

The gas mixture, obtained from cylinders of pure gases,275

is continuously flushed into the detector at a rate of276

200 cc/min and the output gas is sent to an exhaust277

line connected to the external environment via a water278

filled bubbler ensuring the small (3 mbar) required over-279

pressure. Electrical voltages at the various electrodes of280

the detector are supplied by two generators:281

– an ISEG ”HPn 500” provides up to 50 kV and 7 mA282

with negative polarity and ripple < 0.2% directly to283

the cathode;284

– CAEN A1515TG board with Individual Floating285

Channels supplies the voltages (up to 1 kV with 20286

mV precision) to the electrodes of the triple GEM287

stack288

By means of these two suppliers, a constant electric289

field was generated in the sensitive volume with a stan-290

dard value of EDrift = 0.9 kV/cm and in the transfer291

gaps between the GEM (about ETransf = 2.5 kV/cm),292

while the voltage difference across the two sides of each293

GEM is usually set to VGEM = 440 V for all the three294

GEM.295

3 Overground run296

The measurements reported in this paper were realized297

at the INFN LNF during the 2021 summer and au-298
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Table 1 Summary of the typical operating condition of
LIME during the data takings.

Parameter Typical value

Drift Field 0.9 kV/cm

GEM Voltage 440 V

Transfer Field 2.5 kV/cm

Gas Flow 12 l/h

PMT Threshold 15 mV

tumn. The detector was operated inside an experimen-299

tal hall where the temperature was varying in a range300

between 295 K and 300 K and the atmospheric pressure301

between 970 and 1000 mbar for the entire duration of302

the measurements. The typical working conditions of303

the detector are reported in Table 1.304

3.1 Instrumental effect studies305

As a first study, we evaluated the instrumental non-306

uniformity due to the optics system and to the elec-307

tronic sensor noise.308

3.1.1 Optical vignetting309

With respect to the optics, we evaluated the effects of310

lens vignetting, that is the reduction of detected light311

in the peripheral region of an image compared to the312

image center. For this purpose, we collected with the313

same camera images of a uniformly illuminated white314

surface. In order to avoid any possible preferiantial di-315

rection of the light impinging the sensor, different im-316

ages of the same surface are acquired by rotating the317

camera around the lens optical axis, and we obtained318

a light collection map on the sensor by their average.319

This shows a drop of the collected light as a function of320

the radial distance from the centre, down to 20% with321

respect the center of the image, as shown in Fig. 3. The322

resulting map was then used to correct all the images323

collected with the detector.324

3.1.2 Sensor electronic noise325

A second study consisted in the evaluation of the fluc-326

tuations of the dark offset of the optical sensor. These327

are mainly due to two different contributions: readout328

noise i.e. the electronic noise of the amplifiers onboard329

of each pixel (less than 0.7 electrons r.m.s.) and a dark330

current that flows in each camera photo-diode of about331

0.5 electrons/pixel/s [49]. To obtain this, dedicated runs332

were taken throughout the data taking period with the333
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Fig. 3 Light yield measured as a function of the radial dis-
tance from the center of the sensor, normalized to the one
at the center, using pictures of a uniformly illuminated white
surface.

values of VGEM set to 200V. In this way the counts on334

the camera pixels were only due to the electronic noise335

of the sensor itself and not to any light. In each of these336

runs (called pedestal runs) we collected 100 images and337

we evaluated, pixel by pixel, the average value (pixped)338

and the standard deviation (pixrms) of the response.339

The light tightness of the detector is ensured by the340

Faraday cage. To check its effectiveness, we compared341

the values of pixped and pixrms) in runs acquired with342

laboratory lights On and with completely dark labora-343

tory without finding any significative differences.344

In the reconstruction procedure, described later in345

Sec. 4.1, pixped is then subtracted from the measured346

value, while pixrms is used to define the threshold to347

retain a pixel, i.e. when it has a number of counts larger348

than 1.1 pixrms .349

The distribution of pixrms in one pedestal run for350

all the pixels of the sensor is shown in Fig. 4 (top). The351

long tail above the most probable value corresponds to352

pixels at the top and bottom boundaries of the sensor,353

which are slightly noisier than the wide central part. For354

this reason 250 pixel rows are excluded from the recon-355

struction at the top and 250 pixel rows at the bottom356

of the sensor. The stability of the pedestal value and357

of the electronics noise has been checked by consider-358

ing the mean value of the distribution of pixped and of359

pixrms as measured in the regular pedestal runs. Fig-360

ure 4 middle and bottom show the distributions of the361

two quantities in a period of about two weeks, showing362

a very good stability of the sensor.363
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Fig. 4 Top: distribution of pixrms in one pedestal run. Mid-
dle and bottom: average of pixped and pixrms, respectively,

as a function of time, for a period of two weeks of data taking,
as measured in the regular pedestal runs acquired.

3.2 Electron recoils in LIME364

A first standard characterization of the detector re-365

sponse to energy releases of the order of a few keV366

utilizes a 55Fe source with an activity of 115MBq. 55Fe367

decays by electron capture to an excited 55Mn nucleus368

that de-excites by emitting X-rays with an energy of369

about 5.9 keV, with an additional emission at around370

6.4 keV. Given the geometry of the source holder and371

trolley, the flux of the photons irradiates a cone with an372

aperture of about 10◦. This means that in the central373

region of the detector, the flux is expected to have a374

gaussian transverse profile with a σ of about 1 cm.375

Moreover, in order to study the energy response for376

different X-rays energies, a compact multi-target source377

was employed [50]. A sealed 241Am primary source is378

selectively moved in front of different materials. Each379

material is presented to the primary source in turn and380

its characteristic X-ray is emitted through a 4 mm di-381

ameter aperture. In Tab. 2 a summary of the materials382

and energy of the X-ray lines is reported. The Kβ lines383

have an intensity that is about 20% of corresponding384

Kα lines.385

Table 2 X-ray emitted by the multi-target source.

Material Energy Kα [keV] Energy Kβ [keV]

Cu 8.04 8.91
Rb 13.37 14.97
Mo 17.44 19.63
Ag 22.10 24.99
Ba 32.06 36.55

Given the physics interest to the detector response386

at low energies, the 55Fe source X-rays with E ≈ 6 keV387

has been used to induce emissions of lower energy X-388

rays in two other targets: Ti and Ca. The expected Kα389

and Kβ lines are shown in Table 3. Given the exper-390

imental setup to excite the Ti and Ca lines, also the391

6 keV X-rays from 55Fe can reach the detector active392

volume, resulting in the superposition of both contri-393

butions.394

Table 3 X-ray emitted by the additional custom targets ex-
cited by the 55Fe source.

Material Energy Kα [keV] Energy Kβ [keV]

Ti 4.51 4.93
Ca 3.69 4.01

The interaction of the X-ray with the gas molecules395

produces a electron recoil with a kinetic energy very396

similar to the X-ray energy. According to a SRIM sim-397

ulation [51] in our gas mixture at atmospheric pressure398

the expected range of the electron varies from about399

250µm for a 4 keV energy to about 15mm for a 40 keV400

energy [3]. These electron recoils produce a primary401

electron-ion pair at the cost of 42 eV [52–54] Along the402

drift path longitudinal and transversal diffusion affect403

the primary ionization electrons distribution. Once they404

reach the GEM surface, these electrons start multiplica-405

tion processes yielding an avalanche, producing at the406

same time also photons that are visible as tracks in407

the CMOS sensor image. These tracks from artificial408
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radioactive sources are shown superimposed to tracks409

from natural radioactivity in a typical image ( Fig. 5).410

The tracks are reconstructed as 2D clusters of pixels by411

grouping the pixels with a non-null number of photons412

above the pedestal level.413
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Fig. 5 Example of an image with natural radioactivity tracks
and luminous spots indicating the interactions in the gas of
6 keV X-rays produced by the 55Fe source. The 55Fe source
is located on the top of the sensitive volume and produces
spots along the y axis (see Fig.1 for the reference frame) of
the CMOS sensor (top). A zoom around one of these spots is
also shown (bottom).

Once projected to the 2D GEM plane the spheri-414

cal cloud of the drifting electrons from the 55Fe X-ray415

interaction produces a ≈ 5mm wide light profile along416

both the orthogonal axes of the cluster. The exact span417

of the profile depends on the running conditions of the418

detector and on the z position of the X-ray interaction.419

In the following we refer to the longitudinal (transverse)420

direction as the orientation of the major (minor) axis421

of the cluster, found via a principal component analysis422

of the 2D cluster. The two profiles for a typical cluster423

are shown in Fig. 6 with a Gaussian fit superimposed.424

From these fits the values of σL and σT are obtained425

along with the amplitudes AL and AT respectively In426

general for non-spherical cluster due larger energy elec-427

tron recoil we determine and utilizes only the σT value.428
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Fig. 6 Example of transverse (top) and longitudinal (bot-
tom) profiles of one luminous spot generated by the interac-
tions in the gas of 6 keV X-rays produced by the 55Fe source.
From the Gaussian fits the values of σT and σL are obtained
along with the amplitudes AT and AL respectively.

4 Reconstruction of electron recoils429

The energy deposit in the gas through ionization is es-430

timated by clustering the light recorded in the camera431

image with a dynamic algorithm. The method is devel-432

oped with the aim to be efficient with different topolo-433

gies of deposits of light over the sensors. It is able to434

recognize small spots whose radius is determined by the435

diffusion in the gas, or long and straight tracks as the436

ones induced by cosmic rays traversing the whole de-437

tector, or long and curly tracks as the ones induced by438

various types of radioactivity. Radioactivity is in fact439

present in both the environment surrounding the de-440

tector or in the components of the detector itself.441
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4.1 The reconstruction algorithm442

The reconstruction algorithm consists of four steps: (i) a443

zero suppression to reject the electronics noise of the444

sensor (ii) the correction for vignetting effect described445

in Sec. 3.1.1 and two steps of iterative clustering (iii) a446

super-clustering step to reconstruct long and smooth447

tracks parameterizing them as polynomial trajectories,448

and (iv) a small clustering step to find residual short449

deposits. The iterative approach is necessary for dis-450

entangling possibly overlapping long tracks recorded in451

the 50ms time interval of the exposure of the camera.452

As a further noise reduction step, the resolution453

of the resulting image is initially reduced by forming454

macro-pixels, by averaging the counts in 4×4 pixel ma-455

trices, on which a median filter is applied, which is ef-456

fective in suppressing the electronics noise fluctuations,457

as it is described in more details in Ref. [55].458

In order to first clean the picture from the long459

tracks originating from the ambient radioactivity, the460

iterative procedure of step (iii) is started, looking for461

possible candidate trajectories compatible with polyno-462

mial lines of increasing orders, ranging from 1 (straight463

line) to 3 as a generalization of the ransac algorithm [56].464

If a good fit is found, then the supercluster is formed,465

and the pixels belonging to all the seed basic clusters are466

removed from the image, and the procedure is repeated467

with the remaining basic cluster seeds. The step (iii)468

is necessary to handle the cases of multiple overlaps of469

long tracks, as it can be seen in Fig. 7. It can be noticed470

that in the overlap region the energy is not shared, i.e.471

it is assigned to one of the overlapping tracks. In these472

cases the tracks can be split, but the pieces are still473

long enough not to mimick short deposits for low en-474

ergy candidates of our interest for DM searches. When475

no more superclusters can be found, the superclustering476

stops, and the remaining pixels in the image are passed477

to step (iv), i.e. the search for small clusters. For this478

purpose, small-radius energy deposits are formed with479

Idbscan, described in details in Refs. [57,55]. The ef-480

fective gathering radius for pixels around a seed pixel481

is 5 pixel long, so small clusters are formed. Finally,482

the clusters from any iteration of the above procedure483

are merged in a unique collection, which form the track484

candidates set of the image.485

The track candidates are then characterized through486

the pattern of the 2D projection of the original 3D par-487

ticle trajectory interacting within the TPC gas mix-488

ture. Various cluster shape variables are studied, and489

are useful to discriminate among different types of in-490

teractions [55]. For example a clear distinction can be491

made between tracks due to muons from cosmic rays492

and electron recoils due to X-rays. Moreover, within a493
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Fig. 7 Top: image with an exposure of 50ms. Bottom: re-
constructed clusters after the two step procedure described
in the text.

given class of interactions, the cluster shapes are sensi-494

tive to the detector response, for example gas diffusion,495

electrical field non uniformities, gain non uniformities of496

the amplification stages. Thus they can be exploited to497

partially correct these instrumental effects improving498

the determination of the original interaction features,499

like the deposited energy, or its z-position, which can-500

not be directly inferred by the 2D information.501

4.2 The 55Fe source studies502

The 55Fe source is able to induce interaction in the503

gas mixture with an illumination of the entire vertical504
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span of the detector as shown in Fig. 8. Due to the505

collimation of the source, only a slice in the horizontal506

direction has a significant occupancy of 55Fe-induced507

clusters.508
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Fig. 8 Spatial distribution of the reconstructed clusters in
data collected with 55Fe source. Only clusters in the central
region of the GEM plane are selected to remove the noisier
regions of the sensor. The 55Fe source is positioned outside
the detector at high values of y.

Several variables are used for the track characteri-509

zation: σT, the track length, the light density δ (defined510

as the integral of the light collected in the cluster, di-511

vided by the number of pixels over the noise threshold),512

the RMS of the light intensity residuals of the pixels513

Irms, and other variables described in more details in514

Ref. [55].515

A sample of clusters is obtained applying a very516

loose selection, which resembles the one optimized in517

Ref. [55]. Examples of the distributions for δ and for518

σT of these clusters are shown in Fig. 9, while the spec-519

trum of ISC, defined as of the sum of the detected light520

in a cluster, is shown in Fig. 10 in a range below and521

around the expected deposit from the 55Fe X-rays. The522

distribution of ISC also shows a small enhancement at523

around twice the energy expected by the 55Fe X-rays524

corresponding to the cases when two neighbor deposits525

are merged in a single cluster. This can happen be-526

cause of the relatively large activity of the employed527

55Fe source. The average size of the spot produced by528

the 55Fe X-ray interactions is about 20mm2.529

The distributions show the data obtained in data-530

taking runs both in presence of the X-ray source and531

without it, in order to show the background contribu-532

tion, after normalizing them at the live-time of the data533

taking with the 55Fe source. The expected contribution534

from fake clusters, defined as the clusters randomly re-535
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Fig. 9 Top: light density δ in the reconstructed clusters, as
defined in the text. Bottom: transverse dimension of the re-
constructed cluster σT. Black points represent data in pres-
ence of the 55Fe source, filled histogram represents data with-
out the source, while the red hollow histogram represents the
contribution from mis-reconstructed clusters from electronics
noise. The latter two are normalized to the live-time of the
data taking with the 55Fe source.

constructed by neighboring pixels over the zero-suppression536

threshold, has been also estimated from the pedestal537

runs, where no signal contribution of any type is ex-538

pected. As can be seen from Fig. 10 (top), this contri-539

bution becomes negligible for ISC≳ 400 photons.540
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Fig. 10 Light integral ISC of the reconstructed clusters, as
defined in the text. Top (bottom): region below (around) the
expected energy peak from X-rays interactions from the 55Fe
source. Black points represent data in presence of the 55Fe
source, filled histogram represents data without the source,
while the red hollow histogram represents the contribution
from mis-reconstructed clusters from the electronics noise.
The latter two are normalized to the live-time of the data
taking with the 55Fe source.

4.3 Energy calibration541

Despite the correction of the optical effects of the cam-542

era applied before the clustering, the light yield associ-543

ated to a cluster ISC still depends on the position of the544

initial ionization site where the interaction within the545

active volume happened. Therefore the light yield ISC546

must be converted in an energy Erec by a calibration547

factor and then corrected to infer the original energy548

deposit E.549

The Erec dependence on the x–y position of the ini-550

tial interaction can be affected by possible imperfect551

correction of the vignetting effect, non uniformities of552

the drift field and of the amplification fields, especially553

near the periphery of the GEM planes, as shown in554

Fig. 11.
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Fig. 11 Average light yield, ISC, for the clusters as a function
of the x–y position in the 2D projection, for data collected
with the 55Fe source positioned at a z = 26 cm.

555

Moreover, inefficiency in the transport of the pri-556

mary ionization electrons due to attachment during their557

drift in the gas would result in a monotonic decrease of558

ISC as a function of z of the initial interaction. How-559

ever, as shown in Fig. 12, a continuous increase of ISC560

with the z of the initial interaction is observed.561

This effect can be interpreted in the following way.562

During the amplification process, the channels across563

the GEM foils are filled with ions and electrons pro-564

duced in the avalanches, but thanks to their small size565

they can rapidly drain. In recent years, however, several566

studies [58] have shown that for high-gain (106–107)567

operations, the amount of charge produced by a sin-568

gle avalanche is already sufficient to change locally the569

electric field. In general this has the effect to reduce the570

effective gain of the GEM, causing a saturation effect.571

This also makes the response of the GEM system de-572

pendent on the amount of charge entering the channels573

and - in the case of many primary electrons from the gas574

ionization - on the size of the surface over which these575

electrons are distributed. In LIME, the diffusion of the576

primary ionization electrons over the 50 cm drift path577

can almost quadruple the size of the surface involved578
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Fig. 12 Average light yield, ISC, normalized to its most
probable value, Impv

SC , for clusters reconstructed in presence
of the 55Fe source as a function of the z distance with respect
the GEM planes.

in the multiplication, thus reducing the charge density579

and therefore reducing the effect of a gain decrease.580

We think this to be the cause of the observed be-581

havior of the spots originated by the 55Fe X-rays over582

the whole drift region: the light yield ISC for spots orig-583

inated by interactions farther from the GEM is larger584

than for spots closer to the GEM. Thus, the overall585

trend of ISC as a function of the z position of the ioni-586

sation site therefore presents an initial growth followed587

by an almost plateau region, as shown in Fig. 12.588

These effects partially impact the observed cluster589

shapes. However, they can be used as a handle, together590

with the x–y measured position in the 2D plane, to infer591

E. Since multiple effects impact different variables in a592

correlated way, corrections for the non perfect response593

to the true energy deposits have been optimized using a594

multivariate regression technique, also denoted as mul-595

tivariate analysis (MVA), based on a Boosted Decision596

Tree (BDT) implementation, following a strategy used597

in Ref. [59].598

The training has then been performed on data recorded599

with the various X-rays deposits described in Table 2600

and Table 3. The target variable of the regression is601

the mean value of the ratio ISC/I
mpv
SC , where the most602

probable value Impv
SC is the most probable value of the603

ISC distribution for each radioactive source. The per-604

formance of the regression using the median of the dis-605

tribution instead of the mean have been checked and606

found giving a negligible difference.607

The clusters were selected by requiring their σT to608

be consistent with the effect of the diffusion in the gas609

and their length not larger than what is expected for610

an X-ray of energy E. In addition it is required that611

ISC falls within 5σG from the expected E for a given612

source, where σG is the measured standard deviation613

of the peak in the ISC distribution (estimated through614

a Gaussian fit). The background contamination of the615

training samples after selection, estimated by applying616

the selection on the data without any source, is within617

1–5% of the total number of selected clusters.618

The input variables to the regression algorithm are619

the x and y coordinates of the supercluster, and a set620

of cluster shape variables, among which the most rel-621

evant are the ratio σT

AT
, Irms and δ. Variables that are622

proportional to ISC are explicitly removed, in order to623

derive a correction which is as independent as possi-624

ble on the true energy E. In order to be sensitive to625

the variation of the inputs variables as a function of z,626

and possibly correct for the saturation effect, data with627

the 55Fe source have been collected with the source po-628

sitioned at different values of z uniformly distributed,629

with a step of 5 cm from the GEM to the cathode. The630

data collected with the other sources of Tables 2 and 3631

instead were only taken at z = 26 cm.632

A sanity check on the output of the regression al-633

gorithm is performed on the data without any source,634

where the energy spectrum of the reconstructed clus-635

ters extends over the full set of Kα and Kβ lines used636

for the training. No bias or spurious bumps induced637

by the training using only few discrete energy points is638

observed.639

The Kα line expected for the 55Fe X-rays, when640

the source is positioned at z = 26 cm, is used to de-641

rive the absolute energy calibration conversion, which642

equals is approximately κ = 0.38 photons/eV. The643

absolute reconstructed raw energy is thus defined as644

Erec = ISC / κ. The absolute energy, after the mul-645

tivariate regression correction described above, is de-646

noted as E in the following.647

The comparison of the distributions for the raw su-648

percluster energy, Erec, and E, using data collected in649

presence of the 55Fe radioactive source is shown in Fig. 13650

for two extreme distances from the GEM planes, z =651

11 cm and z = 41 cm. The improvement in the energy652

resolution is substantial. The distribution after the cor-653

rection shows a small tail below the most probable value654

of the distribution, indicating a residual non-perfect655

containment of the cluster, that systematically under-656

estimates the energy and should be corrected by im-657

proving the cluster reconstruction.658

The efficacy of the MVA regression in correcting659

for the saturation effect and other response non uni-660

formities is estimated with the data sample collected661

with 55Fe source. The Erec/E
mpv
rec and E/Empv distri-662
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Fig. 13 Comparison between Erec (open squares) and E
(filled circles) normalized by the most probable value of the
corresponding distribution for z = 26 cm, on data collected
with 55Fe source at a distance of z = 11 cm (top) or z = 41 cm
(bottom) from the GEM planes. A fit with a Crystal Ball
function, as discribed in the text, is superimposed to each
distribution.

butions are fit with a Crystal Ball function [60], which663

describes their tails: f(E;mG, σG, α, n), where the pa-664

rameters mG and σG describe the mean and standard665

deviation of the Gaussian core, respectively, while the666

parameters α and n describe the tail.667

The average response is estimated with the fitted668

value of mG. Its value, as a function of the z posi-669

tion, is shown in Fig. 14 (top). The effect of the satura-670

tion is only partially corrected through this procedure:671

the consequence of the gain loss is reduced by about672

15% in correspondence of the smallest distance tested,673

z = 5 cm. Yet, this small improvement indicates that674

it is possible to roughly infer the z position through a675

similar regression technique, where the target variable676

is z, instead of E. This procedure will be discussed in677

Sec. 5. The same procedure, applied on data samples678

with variable energy and variable z position, would al-679

low to build the model of the correction with larger680

sensitivity to z, thus resulting in an improved correc-681

tion of the saturation effect.682

On the other hand, it is evident that the MVA re-683

gression improves the energy resolution for any z, by684

correcting effects distinct from the saturation. The stan-685

dard deviation of the Gaussian core of the distribu-686

tion is estimated by σG, representing the resolution of687

the best clusters. Clusters belonging to the tails of the688

distribution, for which the corrections are suboptimal,689

slightly worsen the average resolution. Its effective value690

for the whole sample is then estimated with the stan-691

dard deviation of the full distribution. The values of692

both estimators are shown in Fig. 14 as a function of693

the z position of the 55Fe source: for the clusters less694

affected by the saturation (z ≳ 15 cm) the RMS value695

improves from ≈ 20% to ≈ 12%. The best clusters,696

whose resolution is estimated with σG, have a resolution697

smaller than 10% for z ≳ 25 cm, when the saturation698

effect is small.699

4.4 Study of the response linearity700

The energy response of the detector as a function of the701

impinging X-ray energy is studied by selecting clusters702

reconstructed in presence of the different radioactive703

sources enumerated in Table 2, in addition to the large704

data sample recorded with the 55Fe source positioned705

at the same distance from the GEM plane. The data706

used were recorded placing the radioactive source at707

z = 25 cm. The average energy response of the latter is708

used to derive the absolute energy scale calibration con-709

stant. The distributions of the cluster energy E, for the710

data collected with any of the radioactive sources used,711

are shown in Fig. 15. The samples are selected with a712

common loose preselection, and the spectra, normalized713

to the live-time, are compared to the one measured in714

data acquired without any source. This proves that the715

shape of the background is common to all the data sam-716

ples, thus will be estimated from this control sample in717

what follows.718

For each data sample a loose cluster selection, slightly719

optimized for each source with respect to the loose com-720

mon preselection, is applied to increase the signal over721

background ratio. As it is shown in Fig. 10, the energy722

spectrum of the underlying background from natural723
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Fig. 14 Top: average energy response to X-rays from 55Fe
source, normalized to the most probable value of the distri-
bution of the sample with z = 26 cm, estimated from the
raw supercluster energy Erec (red points) and including the
correction with the MVA regression, E (black points), as a
function of the z distance from the GEM planes. Bottom:
energy resolution in the same data, estimated either as the
RMS of the full distribution (open squares) or from the fitted
σG of the Crystal Ball function described in the text (filled
circles), as a function of the z distance from the GEM planes.

radioactivity deposits is in general a smoothly falling724

distribution, while the response to fixed-energy X-rays725

is a peak whose position represents the mean response726

to that deposit, while the standard deviation is fully727

dominated by the experimental energy resolution. Devi-728

ations from a simple Gaussian distribution are expected729

especially as an exponential tail below the peak, due to730

non perfect containment of the energy in the recon-731

structed clusters.732

The average energy response is estimated through a733

fit of the energy distribution, calibrated using the one to734

the 55Fe source, using two components: one accounting735

for the non-peaking background from natural radioac-736

tivity, and one for true X-rays deposits. The background737

shape is modeled through a sum of Bernstein polyno-738

mials [61] of order n, with n = [1 . . . 5]: the value of739

n and its coefficients are found fitting the energy dis-740

tribution of clusters selected on data without the 55Fe741

source. The value of n is chosen as the one giving the742

minimum reduced χ2 in such a fit. The signal shape743

is fitted using the sum of two Cruijff functions, each744

of one is a centered Gaussian with different left-right745

standard deviations and exponential tails [62]. The two746

functions represent the contribution of the Kα and Kβ747

lines listed in Table 2: the energy difference between748

the two (denoted main line and 2nd line in the figures)749

is fixed to the expected value, thus in each fit only one750

scale parameter is fully floating. The remaining shape751

parameters of the Cruijff functions are constrained to752

be the same for the two contributions, since they rep-753

resent the experimental resolution which is expected to754

be the same for two similar energy values. While the755

energy difference between the main and subleading line756

are well knwon, the relative fraction of the two contri-757

butions f2 also depends on the absorption rate of low758

energy X-rays by the detector walls, so it is left floating759

in the fit, with the constraint f2 < 0.3. In particular the760

55Fe source was separately charatecterized with with a761

Silicon Drift Detectors with about 100 eV resolution on762

the energy and the fraction of Kβ transitions was found763

to be 18%. In the case of the Rb target, the range of764

energy of the reconstructed clusters covers the region of765

possible X-rays induced by the 241Am primary source766

impinging the copper rings constituting the field cage of767

the detector. Thus a line corresponding to Cu charac-768

teristic energy is added: its peak position is constrained769

to the main Rb Kα line fixing the energy difference770

∆E = KRb
α − KCu

α to the expected value. Since only771

a small contribution is expected from Cu with respect772

the main Rb one, no KRb
β is added. The normalization773

of the Cu component is left completely floating.774

The results of the fits to the energy spectra in the775

data with different X-ray sources are shown in Fig. 16776

and Fig. 17.777

The response to X-rays with lower energies than the778

6 keV emitted by 55Fe have been tested with the Ti and779

Ca targets listed in Table 3. As discussed earlier, in this780

setup an unknown fraction of the original 6 keV X-rays781

also pass through the target, so the fit to the energy782

spectrum is performed addding to the total likelihood783

also the two-components PDF expected from 55Fe con-784

tribution. While the shape for the four expected energy785

lines is constrained to be the same, except the mean786

values and the resolution parameters, the relative nor-787

malization is kept floating. The shape of the natural788

radioactivity background is fixed to the one fitted on789
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Fig. 15 Spectra of the calibrated energy E for data collected in presence of the radioactive sources, placed at z = 25 cm,
listed in Table 2, compared to the spectrum of clusters reconstructed in a data sample without any source. The distributions
are normalized to the same live-time.

the data collected without source. The results of the790

fits to the two additional X-ray sources data are shown791

in Fig. 18.792

The estimated energy response from these fits, com-793

pared to the expected X-ray energy for each source is794

shown in Fig. 19. In the graph the contributions from795

both Kα and Kβ lines are shown, because both compo-796

nents are used in the minimization for the energy scale797

in each fit. The two values are correlated by construc-798

tion of the fit model. A systematic uncertainty to the799

fitted value is considered, originating from the knowl-800

edge of the z position of the source. Because of the effect801

described in Sec. 4.2, a change in this coordinate results802

in a change of the light yield: with the source positioned803

at z ≈ 21 cm, data with 55Fe source (shown in Fig. 14)804

allow to estimate a variation ∆E/∆z ≈ 2%/1 cm. An805

uncertainty ∆z = 1 cm is assumed for the position of806

the X-ray source, and the resulting energy uncertainty807

is added in quadrature to the statistical one from the808

fit.809

5 Evaluation of the z coordinate of the810

ionization point811

The ability to reconstruct the three-dimensional posi-812

tion in space of events within the detector allows, as813

has been shown in [16], the rejection of those events too814

close to the edges of the sensitive volume and therefore815

probably due to radioactivity in the detector materials816

(GEM, cathode, field cage). As shown in other work, the817

optical readout allows submillimeter accuracy in recon-818

structing the position of the spots x–y plane [36,37].819

The z coordinate can be evaluated by exploiting the820

effects of electron diffusion in the gas during the drift821

path. The diffusion changes the distribution in space of822

the electrons in the cluster produced by the ionization823

and therefore it modifies the shape of the light spot824

produced by the GEM and collected by the CMOS sen-825

sor. Based on this, a simple method was developed for826

ultra-relativistic particle tracks [63], relying on σT (see827

for example Fig. 6).828

We evaluated the z-reconstruction performance by829

studying the behavior of several shape variables of the830

spots produced by the 55Fe source, and therefore at a831

fixed energy, as a function of the z coordinate of the832

source (z55Fe in the following).833

The variable that showed a better performance is ζ834

defined as the product of the gaussian sigma fitted to835

transverse profile of the spots (see Fig. 6) σT and the836

standard deviation of the counts per pixel inside the837

spots Irms. Figure 20 shows on the left the distribution838

of ζ of all reconstructed spots as a function of nine839

values of z55Fe (in the range from 5 cm to 45 cm). For840

each value of z55Fe the mean value of the distribution of841

ζ is superimposed together with a quadratic fit to the842

trend of these averages as a function of z55Fe.843

As can be seen, although there are large tails in844

all cases, the main part the spots provide values of ζ845

increasing as z increases.846

Shown on the bottom side of the figure there is847

the distribution of the z residuals of the clusters re-848
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Fig. 16 Energy spectra of reconstructed clusters in presence
of different X-ray sources. Top: 55Fe source (used also to es-
timate the absolute energy scale calibration throughout the
paper). Middle: Cu source. Bottom: Rb source. Blue dotted
line represents the background shape, modelled on data with-
out any source; red dotted line represent the Kα line signal
model; red dotted line represents the Kβ line signal model.
The blue continuous line represents the total fit function. As
explained in the text, for the Rb target, a component from
the expected contribution of Cu induced X-rays is added, rep-
resented by the green dashed line.
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Fig. 17 Energy spectra of reconstructed clusters in pres-
ence of different X-ray sources. Top: Mo source. Middle: Ag
source. Bottom: Ba source. Blue dotted line represents the
background shape, modelled on data without any source; red
dotted line represent theKα line signal model; red dotted line
represents the Kβ line signal model. The blue continuous line
represents the total fit function.

constructed from the measured ζ for a z55Fe value of849

20 cm. The distribution of the residual was fit with a850

Novosibirsk function [64] and from this fit, the value851

of the parameter Ω 1 was extracted. The Ω values ob-852

tained for the nine datasets at the various positions are853

plotted as a function of the nine z55Fe in Fig 21.854

1Ω is defined as FWHM/2.36
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Fig. 18 Energy spectra of reconstructed clusters in presence
of different X-ray sources, induced by impinging 6 keV X-
rays on different targets. Top: Ca source. Bottom: Ti source.
Blue dotted line represents the background shape, modelled
on data without any source; red dotted line represent the
Kα line signal model; red dotted line represents the Kβ line
signal model. As explained in the text, for these targets, a
6 keV component passing through the target is expected, and
it is represented by dashed dark green and light green for
the Kα and Kβ lines, respectively. The blue continuous line
represents the total fit function.

As can be seen, although the absolute uncertainty855

worsens slightly as the distance of the spots from the856

GEM increases, this method showed to be able to pro-857

vide an estimate of z of 55Fe photons interactions, with858

an uncertainty of less than 10 cm even for events occur-859

ring near the cathode.860

6 Study of the absorption length of 55Fe X-rays861

From the above studies the overall LIME performance862

is found to be excellent to detect low energy electron863

recoils. We then analyzed the 55Fe data to measure the864

average absorption length λ of the 55Fe X-rays. As we865

have seen, the source mainly emits photons of two dif-866

ferent energies (5.9 keV and 6.5 keV). For these two en-867

ergy values the absorption lengths λ in a 60/40 He/CF4868

mixture at atmospheric pressure were estimated (from869
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Fig. 19 Estimated average energy response versus the ex-
pected one from the Kα (black dots) or Kβ lines contribu-
tions. The uncertainties on each point represent the statistical
contribution and the systematic uncertainty arising from the
knowledge of the z position. The dotted line represents the a
perfect linear response of the detector.

Fig. 20 Top: distribution of the values of ζ (see text) in the
runs with the 55Fe source at different z55Fe. Bottom: distribu-
tion of the z-residuals at z55Fe = 20 cm with a superimposed
fit to the Novosibirsk function.
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Fig. 21 Behaviour of the values of the Ω evaluated from
the Novosibirsk function on the residuals distributions as a
function of z55Fe with a superimmposed linear fit.

[65,66] to be 19.5 cm and 25.6 cm, respectively. A vari-870

ation of the order of 10% of CF4 fraction reflects in a871

variation of the λ value of about 2.0 cm. In particular,872

an higher amount of CF4 results in a lower λ value.873

A Monte Carlo (MC) technique was then used to874

evaluate the spatial distribution of the interaction points875

of a mixture of photons of the two energies (in the pro-876

portions reported in Sec.4.4). Being the z coordinate877

uncertainty relatively large, we used only the x and y878

coordinates to infer λ. With this MC we then evalu-879

ated the effect of the missing z coordinate information880

on the measurement of λ. In this MC we took into ac-881

count the angular aperture of the X-rays exiting the882

collimator, estimated to be 20◦. For each simulated in-883

teraction point, the distance d from the source (located884

above the LIME vessel) was then calculated. From the885

exponential fit of the d distribution, we obtained a sim-886

ulated expected value of the effective absorption length887

λeff = 20.4 cm.888

In data we then studied the reconstructed d values889

in runs taken with the 55Fe source at the nine different890

distances from the GEM. Some variation of the recon-891

structed value of λ as a function of the range of y stud-892

ied was found, with large uncertainties in the regions893

far from the GEM centre where optical distortions are894

more important. For this reason, our study was carried895

out eliminating the bands of the top and bottom 6 cm896

in y.897

The background distribution in the region of inter-898

est was obtained from runs taken without the source.899

The distribution of d values in this case was found to900

be substantially flat. The distribution in 55Fe events901

was then fitted to an exponential function summed to902

a constant term fixed to account for the background903

events.904

To study possible systematic effects introduced by905

the charge transport along the drift field, the recon-906

structed λ was first evaluated at different 55Fe source907

positions along the z-axis and shown in Fig. 22.908

Fig. 22 λ values resulted from exponential fits to d distri-
bution in data taken with the 55Fe source at different z55Fe

positions.

Variations of the order of 3.0 cm around the mean909

value, which is estimated to be 22.4 cm, are visible, how-910

ever no clear systematic trend is present.911

Figure 23 shows the distribution of the values of d912

evaluated at all the z55Fe with a superimposed fit.913

Fig. 23 Distribution of d with superimposed exponential fit
for all the data at all distance of 55Fe source from the GEM
plane.

This analysis provides a value reasonably in agree-914

ment with the expected one, given the statistical fluc-915

tuations and possible systematic errors not accounted916

here.917

A more relevant result lies in the fact that in this918

measurement no systematic effects due to the position919

of the spots were revealed, either in the x–y plane of the920

image or versus z55Fe. This allows us to conclude that921

the charge transport and detection efficiency within the922

sensitive volume of the detector shows good uniformity.923
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7 Long term stability of detector operation924

A DM search is usually requiring long runs of data-925

taking of months or even years. This imposes the ca-926

pability to monitor the stability of the performance of927

the detector over time. We then evaluate the stabil-928

ity of the LIME prototype by maintaining the detec-929

tor running for two weeks at LNF. Without any direct930

human intervention, runs of pedestal events and 55Fe931

source runs were automatically collected. In two occa-932

sions, data were not properly saved because of an issue933

with the internal network of the laboratory.934

The laboratory is equipped with a heating system to935

keep the temperature under control. Therefore in this936

period the room temperature was found to be quite sta-937

ble with an average value of 298.7 ± 0.3 K. In the same938

period the atmospheric pressure showed visible varia-939

tions with an important oscillation of about 15mbar in940

the latest period of the test as it is shown on the bottom941

in Fig. 24.942

Fig. 24 Atmospheric pressure recorded during the runs ac-
quired for the test on the LIME’s response stability.

The average number of photons in the spots of 55Fe943

X-ray interactions was evaluated and its behavior (nor-944

malised to the initial value) is shown on the top in Fig.945

25.946

The detector light yield shows an almost constant947

increase during the whole data-taking period. This be-948

havior can be directly correlated with the variation of949

the gas pressure as shown on the bottom of Fig. 25.950

From the result of the superimposed linear fit, we951

evaluated a light yield decrease of about 0.6% per mil-952

libar due to the expected decrease of the gas gain with953

the increasing of the gas density [67].954

8 Background evaluation at LNF955

The data taken with the LIME prototype at LNF in956

absence of any artificial source were analyzed. A num-957

Fig. 25 Behavior of the number of photons as a function of
elapsed time normalised to the initial value (top) and as a
function of the atmospheric pressure (bottom) with a super-
imposed linear fit.

ber of interactions of particles in the active volume were958

detected. The origin of these particle can be ascribed959

to various sources, primarily the decays of radioactive960

elements present in the materials of the detector itself961

and of the surrounding environment and cosmic rays.962

Those interactions are to be considered as a background963

in searches for ultra-rare events as the interaction of a964

DM particle in the detector. A first assessment of this965

background is therefore necessary to understand how966

to improve in future the radiopurity of the detector it-967

self. Shielding against cosmic rays can be achieved by968

operating the detector in an underground location (as969

INFN LNGS) while the effect of the radioactivity of970

the surrounding environment can be largely mitigated971

by using high radiopurity passive materials (as water972

or copper) around the active volume of the detector.973

The analysis of the images reveals the presence of974

several interactions that the reconstruction algorithm975

is able to identify with a very good efficiency. Due to976

the fact that LIME was not built with radiopure ma-977

terials and given the overground location of the data-978

taking, crowded images are usually acquired and an-979

alyzed. Sometimes, because of the piling-up of two or980

more tracks in the image, the reconstruction can lead to981

an inaccurate estimate of the number of tracks. Because982

the iterative procedure of the step (iii) of the recon-983

struction, described in Sec. 4.1, when a long cluster is984

reconstructed all the pixels belonging to it are removed.985

This implies that in the next iteration the pixels in the986
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overlap region with another track are no more available987

and the other overlapping track is typically split in two988

pieces. This results in a number of reconstructed long989

clusters systematically higher than the true one.990

In Fig. 26 (top) the distribution of the number of991

reconstructed super-cluster per image in a sample of992

≈ 2000 images is shown. Each image corresponds to a993

live-time (i.e. the total exposure time of the camera)994

of 50ms and these images were acquired in a period of995

about 10 minutes. The requirement ISC> 400 photons is996

applied on the minimal energy of the cluster, in order to997

remove the contribution of the fake clusters, as shown998

in Fig. 10 (top), which corresponds to a threshold of999

E ≳ 300 eV. This corresponds to an average rate of1000

detected interaction of r ≈ 250Hz. Figure 26 (bottom)1001

shows the distribution of the energy sum for all the1002

clusters satisfying the above minimum energy threshold1003

in one image, defined as Sthr. The average Sthr per unit1004

time is ≈ 6.3MeV/s.1005

During the data taking a 3x3 inches NaI crystal1006

scintillator detector (Ortec 905-4) was used to measure1007

the environmental radioactivity in the LNF location of1008

LIME. The lowest threshold to operate this NaI detec-1009

tor was 85 keV. A rate of 350Hz of energy deposits was1010

measured. By scaling this NaI rate to the mass of the1011

LIME active volume a rate of 11Hz is predicted. This1012

can be compared with the average rate of ≈ 20Hz mea-1013

sured by counting the number of reconstructed cluster1014

with E > 85 keV in LIME whose distribution is shown1015

in Fig. 26 (middle). For this comparison we selected1016

only the clusters in a central region of the active vol-1017

ume where the signal to noise ratio is larger. This corre-1018

sponds to a geometrical acceptance of about 50%. This1019

demonstrated that at the LNF location only part of1020

the contribution to background is due to the external1021

radioactivity.1022

The overground location of the LIME prototype im-1023

plies that a significant flux of cosmic rays traverses the1024

active volume, releasing energy with their typical en-1025

ergy pattern of straight lines. This allows to define a1026

cosmic rays sample with excellent purity by applying1027

a simple selection on basic cluster shapes. The track1028

length can be estimated as the major axis of the clus-1029

ter and compared with the length of a curved path in-1030

terpolating the cluster shape. By requiring the ratio of1031

the these two variable to be larger than 0.9, straight1032

tracks are selected against curly tracks due to natural1033

radioactivity. Further requirements are the track length1034

being larger than 10 cm and the ratio between the σT1035

and the length lower than 0.1 in order to avoid tracks1036

with small branches due to mis-reconstructed overlap-1037

ping clusters. The ratio between the energy E associ-1038

ated to the cosmic ray cluster and its length can be1039
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Fig. 26 Top: number of clusters reconstructed in each im-
age with a minimal threshold on the light yield to remove
fake clusters, ISC> 400 photons (corresponding to an en-
ergy E ≳ 300 eV). Middle: number of clusters with energy
E > 85 keV reconstructed in each image. Bottom: distri-
bution of Sthr, sum of the energy for all the reconstructed
clusters in one image with energy E ≳ 300 eV. The filled
histogram represents data without the source, while the red
hollow histograms represents the estimated contribution from
fake clusters. All the images have been acquired with an ex-
posure of 50ms.

described in terms of the specific ionization of a mini-1040

mum ionizing particle. Using the standard cosmic ray1041

flux at sea level of ≈ 70Hzm−2 sr−1 [68] we predict a1042
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maximum rate of interaction in the active volume of ≈1043

24Hz to be compared with a measured rate of ≈ 15Hz.1044

The track length of the cosmic ray clusters recon-1045

structed by the camera images is in fact the x–y pro-1046

jection of the actual trajectory length in 3D of the cos-1047

mic ray particles. Therefore a MC simulation of the1048

interaction of cosmic rays with momenta in the range1049

[1−100]GeV in the LIME active volume taking into ac-1050

count their angular distribution has been carried out. A1051

comparison of the specific ionization evaluated on the1052

data and MC for the cosmic rays is reported in Fig. 271053

showing a good agreement.1054
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Fig. 27 Distributions of energy divide by the total length, of
clusters identified as cosmic rays. Black points represent data,
filled histogram represents a Monte Carlo simulated sample.

9 Conclusion and perspective1055

The search for DM particles requires a vast experimen-1056

tal program with different strategies being put forward.1057

A sensitivity to DM masses below 10 GeV might be use-1058

ful to test alternative model to WIMPs. Experimental1059

tools to infer the DM direction would represent a pow-1060

erful ingredient to reject background events in the con-1061

text of future DM searches. The Cygno project aim at1062

demonstrating that a gaseous TPC with GEM ampli-1063

fication and optical readout, operating at atmospheric1064

pressure with a He/CF4 mixture might represent a vi-1065

able candidate for a future generation of DM direct1066

searches with directional sensitivity.1067

In this paper we have fully described the calibra-1068

tion and reconstruction techniques developed for a 501069

liters prototype - named LIME - with a mass of 87 g1070

in its active volume that represents 1/18 of a 1 m3 de-1071

tector. LIME was operated in an overground location1072

at INFN LNF with no shielding against environmental1073

radioactivity.1074

With LIME we studied the interaction of X-ray in1075

the energy range from few keV to tens of keV with ar-1076

tificial radioactive source. The use of a scientific CMOS1077

camera with single photon sensitivity allowed to iden-1078

tify spots of light originated by the electron recoil en-1079

ergy deposit in the active gas volume. A very good lin-1080

earity over two decades of energy was demonstrated1081

with a ≈ 10% energy resolution thanks a regression1082

algorithm exploiting at best all the topological infor-1083

mation of the energy deposits. A position reconstruc-1084

tion was possible in the plane transverse to the ioniza-1085

tion electron drift thanks to the high granularity of the1086

CMOS readout and with an algorithm based on the ion-1087

ization electrons diffusion to measure the longitudinal1088

coordinate.1089

Moreover the absorption length of 55Fe X-ray was1090

measured and found compatible with the expectation1091

demonstrating a good control of the uniformity and ef-1092

ficiency of the detector. Also during a more than a week1093

long data-taking a remarkable stability of the detector1094

was achieved.1095

Cosmic rays were also easily identified and their spe-1096

cific ionization results very compatible with the usual1097

prediction in gas.1098

An analysis of the events detected in absence of any1099

artificial source showed that the detected photon inter-1100

action rate (about 20 Hz) can be partly understood in1101

terms of the ambient radioactivity. However given the1102

long integration time (50 ms) of the sCMOS camera1103

the pile-up of interaction in the active volume can lead1104

to an overestimate of the number of interaction. This1105

implies the necessity to operate LIME in a shielded en-1106

vironment as INFN LNGS with a tenfold reduction of1107

the external background. This will reduce to a negligi-1108

ble levle the pile-up in images and will allow an assess-1109

ment of the level of radiopurity of the materials used1110

for LIME. This measurements will be the basis for the1111

design of a future Cygno DM detector.1112

In future a direct evaluation of the capability of1113

LIME to identify nuclear recoils induced by neutron will1114

be performed with dedicated calibration data-taking.1115

Given the performance of LIME in reconstructing in1116

details the topology of the energy deposit a very good1117

nuclear recoil identification down to few keV is foreseen1118

[55]. This will represent the fundamental element of a1119

competitive DM detector.1120
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